[ROC analysis of detection of interval changes in interstitial lung diseases on digital chest radiographs using the temporal subtraction technique].
To demonstrate the clinical usefulness of a temporal subtraction technique for the detection of interval changes in various interstitial lung diseases on digital chest radiographs. One hundred pairs of chest radiographs in 34 patients (63 with and 37 without interval changes) with various interstitial lung diseases were selected. All cases were confirmed by serial chest computed tomography (CT) and ascertained by radiologists. All chest radiographs were obtained with a computed radiography (CR) system, and temporal subtraction images were produced with an iterative image-warping technique. Four radiologists and two thoracic physicians provided confidence levels for interval changes in interstitial lung diseases with and without temporal subtraction. Their performances with and without temporal subtraction were evaluated by means of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis using a sequential test. The area under the ROC curve (Az) values of six observers obtained with and without temporal subtraction were 0.90 and 0.78, respectively. Results showed that the detection of interval changes in interstitial lung diseases was significantly improved by the use of temporal subtraction images compared with CR images alone(P = 0.002). Furthermore, the high detection rate was achieved with temporal subtraction images regardless of the subtlety and location of interval changes. Temporal subtraction improved the diagnostic accuracy of radiologists in detecting interval changes in interstitial lung diseases on chest radiographs. It was also useful for cases of multiple interval changes.